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convergence of number-machine sequences. 
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Introduction 
The convergence acceleration processes are methods which allow the estimation of the limit of 
a convergent sequence, and this by means of a finite number of its terms. The good results of 
these methods are based on a good knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence 
which has to be accelerated, and the acceleration criterion (lim( y, - x * )/(x, - x * ) = 0) is 
grounded on an implicit hypothesis: the sequence ( xn) must be convergent such that V’n, .x, # x *. 
Therefore, this implicit hypothesis is not valid for sequences of computer-numbers (sequences 
with cyclic behaviour, so non-convergent or stationary sequences, which do not verify x, # x*); 
however, generally, on a computer the convergence acceleration methods provide good results. 
In this article we propose an acceleration criterion which specifies conditions for successful 
utilization of an acceleration process. 
1. A distance on R; the sets Fl, F2 
1.1. A distance on IR 
Let m be a real number such that m > 0. 
Property 1. 
d(x, Y) = IX-Y I n-4 1x1, IY 1) 4 
is a distance on R. 
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See [2] for the demonstration of this property. This distance is the “relative distance” for 
( x 1, ly 1 > m; (so it is linked with the common digits in the representations of x and y in some 
base). And the segment [ - m, m] must be considered as a neighbourhood of zero (if x E [ - m, m], 
then d(x, 0) G 1). 
Property 2. 
(4 d(x, y)<2 vx, YE&!. 
Let V,(x) = { y E R 1 d(x, y) < a} (a is the radius of V,(x)). 
(4 a’ < (Y < 1 = V,<(X) c Vu(x). 
So, for segments whose radius is less than one, there is a coincidence between inclusion in the 
sense of distance d and inclusion in the sense of the usual distance on R. 
1.2. The sets Fl and F, 
Let 7 be a real number such that 0 -C 7 -C 1 and let A, B be such that 
Definitions. 
F,= [-B, -A] U [A, B], F2=[-+, -;I”[;, 51. 
Fl and F2 are equipped with the distance previously defined with 
m = 4 for the set Fl and 
I- 
m = 1 for the set F2. 
Remark 3. Later, A, B, 7 will represent the characteristics of a computer: A is the underflow 
number; B is the overflow number; T is the relative error of representation. 
Example. A = 10-38, B = 1038, r = lo-‘. 
Remark 4. With the choice m = A/7, the distance between the origin and A (which is the least 
element of Fl) is 
d(0, A) = ; = 7. 
So, for every real x belonging to [-B, B] there exists X E Fl such that d(x, X) < 7. 
For F2 the choice of m = 1 is due to the following reason: the distance between elements x, y 
of F2 such that I x I -c 1 and I y I < 1 is the usual distance. 
Remark 5. In a real computer, two numbers x and y must verify 
either d(x, y) > 7 or x=y. 
So, the set of machine-numbers is a subset of F,; nevertheless, all results of this article are valid 
for reals belonging to Fl. 
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Property 6. (i) F2 c Fl. 
(ii) If a, b, c, E Fl and 
7 < d(a, b) < a < 1, r<d(b, c)<a<l, 
Proof. We have 
d(a, b) max{ lal, IbL m> 
d(b, c) max{ VI, ICI, m> 
and r< :{I ‘i =z~. 
,C 7 
Three cases must be considered. 
Casel. (l-cu)m< Ibl <m, 
so 
lbl 
d(a, b)<a - m<m={ lal, Ibl, m> <z- 
l_-(y< max{lal, PI, ml G lbl 1 
’ max{ Ibl, ICI, n) m(l-a) ’ 1-a’ 
Case 2. 0 G I b I < (1 - a)m, 
-4 Ial, 14, 4 
+, b)a = ma{ Ial, Ibl, m> =m and max{ lb1 IcI m} 4. 3 > 
Case 3. I b I > m. In the same manner 
d(a, b)<a ==s l-a< 
mm{ Ial, PI, 4 1 
max{ lbl, ICI, m> 
<1+a< l_a. 
so 
(l-a)++ (l_l+. 0 
Remark 7. A consequence of Property 6 is that, for (Y < 5, the ratio I (b - a)/( c - b) ) belongs to 
4. 
1.3. Convergent sequences; the sets lin and log 
The aim of this section is twofold: first, we want to give a definition of rough convergence (of 
sequences whose elements belong to F,); second, we define the behaviour, linear or logarithmic, 
of these sequences (by means of another sequence whose elements belong to F2). 
In the two following definitions (a-convergence and a-stationarity), F designates indistinctly 
one of the two sets Fl or Fz (each one equipped with its distance). 
Let s = (sn)nEN be a sequence such that 
vn, s, E F, 
and let I(s) be the smallest closed interval containing all the cluster points of s. 
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Definition (a-convergence (Germain-Bonne [2])). The sequence (s,) is a-convergent if there exist 
(Y and s* such that 
O<(Y<l, (YEIR, 
I(s) = v,(s*), s* E R, 
VK?aN* s, E V,(s*), sN*-i e v,(s*). 
s * is the a-limit of ( sn) and the index N * such that 
VnaN* s, E Us*), sN*-1 e t(s*) 
is called the stationary index of (s,). 
Definition (a-stutionar-y ). A sequence (s,) n G N is a-stationary if there exist two indices N’ and 
N such that (i) N’<N-1, N<N, 
(ii) the radius (Y of [SF_,, so] verifies cx < 1 and 
tin, N’<n<%, S,E [SF-~, ~1, SN’-1 P [sp-1, ST]. 
The interval [N’, F] is the stationary zone of (s,,). 
fioperty 8. Let (4JnEN be a sequence of elements of FI such that 
(i) (s,) is a-conuergent ((I! < :, N * stationary index), 
(ii) Vn <N*, s, @ Qs*). 
Then thesequence p,,=(s,+,-s*)/(s,-s*), n<N*, verifies 
Vn<N*, P,,EF~. 
In the same manner, if (t,) is an a’-convergent sequence (with limit t *, a’ < $ and N’* as 
stationary index), then the sequence r, = (t, - s * )/( s, - s * ) verifies: 
Vn < min(N*, N’*), r, E F2. 
Sequences with p-linear and fi-logarithmic behaviour 
Let (s,) be an a-convergent sequence of elements of F,, Q( < i, and 
p, = s;+- “,* ) n<N*. 
n S 
Let us assume that (p,), <N * is P-stationary on a zone [N ‘, N], with 7 < p < i. 
Let p= +(pw+ p~-~). 
- (s,) has P-linear behaviour e I$( p) C] - 1, l[; (p is the asymptotic constant of the sequence, 
in the zone [N’, z]). 
- ( sn) has /?-logarithmic behaviour e 1 E I$( p). 
Obviously, the same sequence (s,) may possess several zones of linear and/or logarithmic 
behaviour. 
Definition (the sets /3-lin and p-log). Let (s,) be an a-convergent sequence, (Y i :. 
- (s,,) E &lin * (sn) has P-linear behaviour on a zone [N’, g] such that E = N * - 1. 
- (s,) E p-log = (s,) has p-1 ogarithmic behaviour on a zone [N ‘, E] such that F = N * - 1. 
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Definition (P-acceleration). Let ( sn) be a-convergent, with limit s * and stationary index N *. Let 
(t,) be a’-convergent, with limit s* and stationafy index N’*._ Let us assume that r, = (t, - 
s*)/(s,-s*) is P-stationary on a zone [N’, N] such that Nc min[N*, N’“]. Let us set 
r = +(rx + rij_l); 
i 
v,(P) c [-I, 1[ 
(t,) P-accelerates ( sn) e and 
0 E v,(P). 
So the notion of asymptotic behaviour is replaced by a notion at finite distance, and it is in the 
stationary zone that one can hope for acceleration results. 
2. An example: acceleration of monotonous linear convergence 
A well-known result is: if (s,) is a convergent sequence, then 
s n+l --s* 
=p#l Vn>N I [ AS,+1 S,--s* * ds =p Vn>N, n 1 
(ii) the Aitken process is exact when applied to (s,) for n > N. 
This result may be generalized in the following manner. 
Property 9. Let (s,) be an a-convergent sequence with p-linear behaviour (and p as asymptotic 
constant). If 
v,(Pb=lO,~L P4--@, 
then, for n belonging to the P-convergence zone 
*E[P-hL p+@]. 
n 
Remark 10. p must be far away from 1. 
Example. With p < 1 - 2 - 10d3 and /3 = 10w6, 
S n+l --s* en+, As 
s,-s* 
= e E [P - 10-6, p + 10-61 
n 
=z% + E [p - 10-3, p + 10-3]. 
n 
Property 11. Under the same hypothesis as in Property 9, if the Aitken process is applied to the 
sequence ( sn), the acceleration ratio verifies 
P+@ 
It-n1 G 1_p-@ * 
Example. 
s, = 
int(l.1 + (0.9)” - 105) 
lo5 
+ ( -1)“10-6 
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((s,) is a perturbed geometric sequence). This sequence has two accumulation points: 
1.099999 and 1 .lOOOOl . 
The stationary index is N * = 110 and this sequence is p-linear on the zone 0 < n < 50 (with 
p = lop3 and p = 0.90005). For n < 50, p, E [0.8990, 0.9011]. If the Aitken process is applied for 
n G 50, we may assert that 
In fact, the effective acceleration ratio is generally less than the majoration except for 
particular indices. 
Conclusion 
The acceleration criterion that we propose requires that the convergence ratio belongs to some 
interval near zero when n belongs to a certain zone. In this way our approach is analogous to 
[1,31. 
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